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Disclaimer
This Presentation is provided by Quickstep Holdings Limited (“Quickstep” or the “Company”) as a summary of the Company and its operations and for
general information purposes only.
This presentation is not a disclosure document and should not be considered as investment advice or an offer or invitation to subscribe for or purchase any
securities in Quickstep, or an inducement to make an offer or invitation with respect to such securities. This presentation does not purport to cover all
relevant information about any potential investment in Quickstep. Accordingly, potential investors are advised to seek appropriate independent advice, if
necessary to determine the suitability of any investment.
necessary,
investment This presentation must not be relied on to make an investment or other financial decision and
recipients should conduct their own investigations, enquiries and analysis and place no reliance on this presentation in evaluating any potential investment.
None of Quickstep, or their respective employees, officers, related entities or advisers have audited or investigated the accuracy or completeness of the
information, statements and opinions contained in this presentation. Accordingly, to the maximum extent permitted by applicable laws, none of them
makes any representation and none of them gives any assurance, guarantee or warranty, express or implied, as to, and none of them takes any
responsibility or assumes liability (including in negligence) for the authenticity
authenticity, validity
validity, accuracy
accuracy, suitability or completeness of,
of or any errors in or omissions
from, any information, statement or opinion contained in this presentation.
This presentation contains certain forward‐looking statements which have not been based solely on historical facts but, rather, on Quickstep’s current
expectations about future events and on a number of assumptions which are subject to significant uncertainties and contingencies, many of which are
outside the control of Quickstep and its directors, officers and advisors. Quickstep undertakes no obligation to update these forward‐looking statements for
events or circumstances that occur subsequent
to such statements or to keep
Anyy estimates or p
projections
as to
q
p current anyy of the information provided.
p
j
events that may occur in the future (including projections of revenue, expense, net income and performance) are based upon the best judgement of
Quickstep and there is no guarantee that any of these estimates or projections will be achieved. Actual results will vary from the projections and such
variations may be material. Quickstep has no obligation to tell recipients if it becomes aware of any inaccuracy in or omission from the information in this
presentation.
Other than for the pictures of the Quickstep facilities and machinery, the assets featured in the pictures in this presentation are not assets of the Company.
By accepting this presentation, you acknowledge and agree to be bound by each of the foregoing statements.
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21.5% p.a. growth
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off composites
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Aerospace growth
th based
b d on currentt programmes
and plans
• Automotive growth requires reduced cost of
materials and processing
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‘000s ttonnes

Global demand for carbon fibre, showing key market segments:
‘000s ttonnes
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Forecast Global Demand for Carbon Fibre

*Forecasts originated from Professor
Andrew Walker (University of Manchester),
a global expert on composites.
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Estimated Carbon Fibre Consumption by Sector
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TOTAL INDUSTRY

21,850

31,700

209,100

295,000

GRAND TOTAL

27,000

43,650

240,600

342,100

Civil Aviation
Existing aircraft (Airbus, Boeing)
B747 replacement
B777 replacement
A380
A350
B787
New B737 and A32X
Regional aircraft and business jets
Military
Fighter, transport, helicopter

TOTAL AEROSPACE
Automotive
Wind Energy
Sports
Industrial (incl. gas tanks)
Other uses (incl. ballistic & medical)

• Focused on Aerospace and Automotive sectors
5

*Forecasts originated from Professor
Andrew Walker (University of Manchester),
a global expert on composites.
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Quickstep Holdings
Quickstep is positioned to benefit from growing demand for carbon fibre
and possibly lead the growth.
Quickstep is the only ASX listed company which provides direct exposure
to the high growth carbon fibre market. We offer parts manufacture and
technology and equipment for the manufacture of composite parts for
the aerospace and automotive industries
industries.
Quickstep is focused on 3 separate operating areas:
Manufacturingg
• Aerospace
p
• Quickstep Process for Aerospace
• Quickstep Process for Automotive

6
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Aerospace Manufacturing
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Aerospace Manufacturing
Market
• Worldwide market in growing at 14% p.a. as new platforms are
increasing their carbon fibre composite content
content.
Competition
p
although
g demand is ggenerallyy exceedingg
• Worldwide competition,
capacity.
• Focus on Military contracts where location, or Australian Government
procurement provides an advantage or reduces competition from
procurement,
low labour cost countries. The Quickstep Process can provide a
source of competitive advantage.

http://www.reinforcedplastics.com/view/36343/carbon-fibre-reinforced-plastics-market-continues-growth-path-part-2/
8
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Quickstep Manufacturing – Bankstown Airport
Opened June 2012.
Largest independent aerospace composite producer in
Australia
•

16,000m2 of manufacturing space

•

New A$20 million facility.

Two major long
l
term agreements representing sales
l in
excess of US$800m over 20 years have been
negotiated and signed.
Necessary Aerospace Quality accreditations in
place; AS9100 Rev C and NADCAP approval, individual
qualifications with LM
LM, NG and BAE Systems.
Systems
Capacity to serve large‐scale, long‐term contracts.
Facility completed with NSW and Federal government
support.
9

Above: Bankstown Airport site
Below: Autoclave
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Joint Strike Fighter
Production in Bankstown now underway across the
range of parts for Northrop Grumman.
188 JSF parts delivered in FY2014.
FY2014
A$139m long‐term agreement for JSF vertical tails
signed with Marand and BAE Systems.
Total JSF activity expected to be worth US$700 million
over 20 years.
JSF production ramping up to one aircraft a day, the
highest volume of aircraft per year behind B737 and A320.
The JSF program is the world’s largest defense contract
valued at US$300 billion; 3000 JSF aircraft to be
delivered over life of the program.

10

FF‐35
35 Joint Strike Fighter
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JSF Parts ‐ Supplied by Quickstep

• Poster showing JSF parts being supplied by Quickstep
11
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Lockheed Martin C‐130J Contract
Manufacturing wing flaps for C‐130J military transport aircraft.
Won against global competition.
7 ship‐sets
hi
t delivered
d li
d in
i FY2013/14.
FY2013/14
Overall agreement expected to be worth A$100 million over first 5 years.

‘Super Hercules’ C‐130J

12

C‐130J assembly at Lockheed
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Significant Growth in Manufacturing Activities
‐ on track

2015 sales are forecast only

13
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FY 2015 Outlook
JSF parts for Northrop Grumman at twice the rate of
FY 2014, already achieved in Q1 and on track.
C 130J ramping up to 3 ship‐sets
C‐130J
ship sets a month
month, 6 ship
ship‐sets
sets
delivered in Q1.
Qualification has commenced on JSF vertical tails,
schedule
h d l for
f completion
l i supports d
deliveries
li i in
i
FY2016.
Other opportunities
for Australian
pp
manufacturing are being pursued.

Made possible by positive reputation for
performance
f
th
through
h JSF and
d C‐130J
C 130J
14
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Quickstep Aerospace
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Aerospace
Quickstep has been designing curing systems since 2001.
Proven technology supported by patents.
Built
B
ilt machines
hi
can be
b putt in
i an industrial
i d t i l environment
i
t att comparable
bl to,
t
or lower cost than an equivalent autoclave.
Aerospace
p
parts under qualification.
p
q
The Quickstep process reduces manufacturing costs on a like for like basis
compared with autoclave processes; by reducing cycle time, labour and
costs
tooling costs.
Quickstep cure is more controllable than autoclaves, enabling production
of higher performance parts.
Process is scalable and capable of producing very large parts.
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Aerospace
Market
• Worldwide market in very high growth (14% p.a.).
• Growth underpinned by increased composite in new designs,
designs in particular Boeing
737 and Airbus 320 replacements will be substantially composite.
• Out of autoclave processes are critical for larger parts.

Competition
• Autoclave is likely to still be the biggest competitor in this segment due to installed
base and accepted processes.
• Out of autoclave remains marginal except on specific high compression applications
where RTM has some share.
• The Q
Quickstep
p process
p
is cheaper,
p , faster,, and provides
p
better technical
performance.

http://www.reinforcedplastics.com/view/36343/carbon-fibre-reinforced-plastics-market-continues-growth-path-part-2/
17
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Aerospace – Status
ORPE contract secured July 2013
•
•
•

All design phases successfully completed
Integration has now commenced in Munich facility
Delivery anticipated in early 2015.

Development/qualification activities commenced for
manufacturingg spars
p for the JSF vertical tail usingg the
Quickstep process.
Development programmes with Airbus and discussions
underway
with other aerospace manufacturers are underway.
Development activities are focused on the
use of the Q
Quickstep
p technologies
g in the
aerospace market including cored structures,
large integrated structures, spars and beams
and complex
p cure cycles.
y
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Quickstep Automotive
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Regulations Driving Change
Passenger
g cars responsible
p
for about 12%
% of total EU emissions of the main
greenhouse gas carbon dioxide (CO2).
2009 European Union legislation sets mandatory emission reduction targets for
new cars:
cars
•
•

Vehicle fuel consumption target of 5.6L/100km of petrol or 4.9L/100km of diesel by 2015
Manufacturer penalties for excess emissions will average 2,800 Euros per car in 2015 and
do ble b
double
by 2020
2020.

US CAFE vehicle fuel consumption targets 6.5L/100km in US by 2017, 5.2L/100km by 2025.
China plans are ahead of US; 5L/100km by 2020.
Conventional vehicle technologies will not be enough to reach targets.
Lightweight construction using carbon fibre composites is an important way to
reduce CO2 emissions.
Use of Carbon fibre in the automotive sector is forecast to grow at 34% per annum
http://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/transport/vehicles/cars/index_en.htm
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. "2017-2025 Model Year Light-Duty Vehicle GHG Emissions and CAFE Standards: Supplemental"
State council (2012). energy saving and new energy vehicle industry development plan (2012-2020). Available at http://www.gov.cn/zwgk/2012-07/09/content_2179032.htm
http://www.reinforcedplastics.com/view/36343/carbon‐fibre‐reinforced‐plastics‐market‐continues‐growth‐path‐part‐2/
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Quickstep Automotive Progress
Vehicle production “holy grail”: low cost, high speed,
high quality finish.
No commercial composite solution meets all three
objectives yet.
Quickstep’s patented Resin Spray Transfer (RST)
gy enables mass production
p
of components
p
technology
with “Class A” finish
•
•
•
•
•

Technical success confirmed
Paint performance confirmed
D
i parts shipped
hi d
Demonstration
Experimental production cell operational parts made in less
than 45 minutes
p
underwayy with Lamborghini/Audi.
g /
Further development

Automotive division will be established in Geelong to
focus on providing a complete automotive production
y
solution for the gglobal automotive industry.

21
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Hawkei
Letter of intent to produce
parts for Thales Australia's
Hawkei protected mobility
vehicle signed 28 Oct 2014.
Quickstep to deliver Hawkei
bonnet, side skirts and mud
guards.
Initial deliveries anticipated
in 2015
2015.
Potential order value
in excess of A$8m.
First contract utilising
Quickstep's automotive
RST technology.
Sandwich structure.
22
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Quickstep Holdings
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Our People

Nicole
l Sharman
h
CFO
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Mike
k Schramko
h
k
VP Manufacture
& Operations

Tracy Swinley
l
VP Human
Resources

John
h Johnson
h
VP Commercial &
Administration

Dr Jens Schlimbach
hl b h
VP Engineering &
Development

Jaime Pinto
Company Secretary
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Your Board

Philippe
pp Odouard,, Bruce Griffiths,, Nigel
g Ampherlaw
p
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Tonyy Quick,, Errol McCormack,, David Singleton,
g
, Peter Cook
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2013/14 Summary
A$12m sales.
Closing order book A$49m.
F ll range off JSF parts
Full
t iin production,
d ti 188 parts
t d
delivered.
li
d
A$139m long term agreement signed for JSF Vertical Tails.
7 ship
ship‐sets
sets of C
C‐130J
130J delivered.
delivered
ORPE contract signed.
Significant progress with RST.
Team grows to over 100 in Australia.
Restructured management team.
Subsequent to year end:
•
•
•
26

Efic support to ORPE contract bonds and manufacturing working capital
Closed US office and established agreement
g
with Vector Composites
p
GRIIF funding to support automotive expansion.
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2013/14 Targets
Manufacturing
•
•
•

Ramp up production in Bankstown for JSF
Deliver the C‐130J first serial part and ramp up
production
d i to 2 ship‐sets
hi
a month
h
Sign new manufacturing contract

Quickstep Technology
•
•
•

Progress development for larger series
Improve technology to produce more parts
faster
Develop commercialisation of automotive
products

Corporate
•
•

27

Deliver sales budget at A$15.7m
Progress toward becoming profitable with cash
flow positive in 2014/15

Manufacturing
•

188 parts delivered

•

First ship‐set delivered February 2014 seven
delivered in the year

•

JSF Vertical tails contract signed

Quickstep Technology
•

ORPE contract achieves 6m x 4m parts

•

Production at 10 parts per 8 hour shift

•

Hawkei
H
k i contract
t t signed,
i d other
th opportunities
t iti
under discussion

Corporate
p
•
•

Sales A$12m, total revenue A$17.8m no sales
recognised on ORPE contract
Good progress toward manufacturing business
achieving
hi i profitability
fi bili and
d positive
i i operational
i
l
cash flow before the end of 2014/15
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2014/15 Targets
Manufacturing
•
•
•

Double production of JSF parts for Northrop Grumman
Achieve 3 ship‐sets of C‐130J a month consistently during the year
Progress qualification of JSF vertical tails to enable deliveries in 2015/16

Quickstep Aerospace
•
•

Deliver ORPE manufacturing cell
Progress development toward contracting for aerospace production parts

Quickstep Automotive
•
•
•

Produce first Hawkei parts
Complete Presche contract
Establish Automotive Division in Geelong to service global opportunities

Corporate
•
•
28

Deliver sales budget
g of A$35m
$
Achieve positive operating cash flow from manufacturing activities
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Summary
Completed 2013/14 goals successfully
Production of JSF and C‐130J parts well underway
• Opening order book of A$49m underpins 2014/15 sales.
sales

Strong progress with Quickstep Aerospace
•
•

Development contracts with JSF and Airbus
ORPE machine achieves large parts.

Quickstep Automotive
•
•
•
•

Costs validated with p
potential customer
Production capability of 10 parts a shift achieved
Paintable surface finish out of mould achieved
GRIIF support to establishment of Automotive division to service global demand.

Efic funding supports growth in manufacturing
Management refocus underway
On track to achieve sales budget of A$35m in 2014/2015
29
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Thank you
y

